I. INTRODUCTION
Kinetic reactions in rare gas halide excimer media have been extensively studied in the last several years. Besides intrinsiC scientific interest, these studies have been stimulated by the development of diatomic and triatomic rare gas halide excimer lasers. 1 A detailed understanding of the kinetic processes in such laser media is required for scaling and optimization. The XeF system has recently attracted special interest. Besides the high efficiency XeF laser operating on the B -X transition mainly at 351 and 353 nm,2-5 laser action has also been achieved on the C -A transition of XeF around 480 nm. [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] Several kinetic studies of the XeF system have been reported for electron beam excited rare gas halide donor mixtures. 13 ,14 The XeF(B) state can also be very efficiently generated by the photodissociation of XeF 2 with UV radiation. Subsequently, the XeF(C) state is populated by collisions. Therefore, recent work has concentrated on laser experiments 6 ,11 and kinetic studies 15 -20 using photolytic excitation of XeF 2' The XeF system was also studied by direct laser excitation of XeF ground state molecules. 21
As a result of these numerous investigations, reliable radiative lifetimes for the XeF(B) and the XeF(C) states are now available that agree well with those obtained from theoretical calculations. 22 These experiments revealed the uniqueness of the XeF system as compared to other rare gas halide molecules. Comparatively high two-body quenching constants of XeF(B, C) by rare gases have been measured by several groups that differ in some cases by more than an order of magnitude, This problem was at least partly resolved by the discovery that the XeF(C) state lies about 700 cm-I belOW the XeF(B) state. 23 The large energy gap between these two states gives rise to collisional coupling effects that depend on such parameters as the nature of buffer gases, buffer gas pressures, or the amount of vibrational relaxation in each electronic state. 18 (b) The collisional coupling between the XeF(B) and the XeF(C) states was only recently taken into account in XeF kinetic studies. 13 (b),i7-19 Of particular importance are recent experiments reported by Black et al. 18 and those by Brashears and Setser17!b) because both groups measured two-body quenching constants as well as collisional mixing rate constants for the XeF(B) and the XeF(C) states. Although both investigations contribute considerably to the understanding of the XeF system, there still remains quantitative disagreement of some of the twO-body quenching rates, especially the two-body quenching of XeF(C) by xenon.
Furthermore the problem of three-body quenching of XeF(B, C) is still unresolved. The values for threebody quenching constants of XeF by 2Xe, for instance, range from 2.4 X 10-29 cm S S-115(&) to no measurable threebody quenching. 17(b) Therefore, for this process, as well as for some other three-body processes, it is not yet clear if they occur at all and, if they occur, how large their rate coefficients are. The problem of threebody quenching has been complicated by the fact that Xe2F, the most likely product of a three-body quenching process involving at least one xenon atom, was not observed experimentally despite several attempts. 14,17,18.24 Similar triatomic species are well established for most other rare gas halides. 24 -28 The only information available for the XeF-Xe2F system were theoretical calculations of the potential surfaces of Xe2F by Huestis. 29 Recently, however, the existence of Xe2F has been demonstrated by Walter et al. 30 and it appears that three-body quenching of XeF by xenon as well as by argon and xenon leads to the formation of Xe2F.
This work is concerned with an analysis of the quenching processes of XeF with special emphasis on three-body quenching and the formation mechanism of Xe2F. Experiments have been unde"rtaken using short pulse electron beam excitation of xenon containing rare gas-NF 3 mixtures. Observations of the temporal behavior of the XeF(B, C) and Xe2F intenSities, as well as measurements of the fluorescence yield ratios for the different species, allowed the extraction of the various rate constants. The theoretical framework for this will be outlined in the next section.
II. RATE EQUATIONS AND POTENTIAL SURFACES FOR THE XeF-Xe 2 F SYSTEM
For high gas pressures, the vibrational relaxation within the XeF(B) and XeF(C) states is sufficiently fast that the XeF(B, C) system may be described as two states that are mixed by collisions with other species. 18(b) It is furthermore assumed that Xe2F is produced from XeF(B, C) by three-body collisions. A kinetic scheme depicting the main reactions for the gas mixture used in the present experiments is shown in Fig. 1 . The rate equations for the XeF -Xe2F systems can then be written Here, [B] , [C] , and [X] denote the concentrations of XeF(B) , XeF(C) , and Xe2F, respectively. P B and Pc are the production rates for the XeF(B) and the XeF(C) states. The quantities u and v describe the collisional mixing between the B and the C state. [M i ] stands for any collision partner in the gas mixture, mainly Ar, Xe, NF 3' and electrons in the present investigation, and k!b and k~1 are the mixing constants for the reaction kAl,
The B state as well as the C state decay by their respective effective decay frequencies Til and Til. These are determined by the probability for radiative decay Til and T(}, as well as two-and three-body quenching processes. k! " k~' and k! ,ll}, k~ ,ll} represent the corresponding two-and three-body quenching constants.
Xe2F(3) is produced via three-body collisions from XeF(B) and XeF.(C) which is described by the quantities rand s. It should be emphasized that the three-body production rate constants k!~ll} and k~j/} may be different from the corresponding three-body quenching constants k!jll} and ~jll}. Xe2F decays by an effective decay frequency T;}f' which is given by the sum of the radiative decay probability Til and a term containing the two-body quenching characterized by two-body quenching constants k; j. Three-body quenching of Xe2F can be neglected as will be shown later.
These rate equations (1)-(3) are, in fact, applicable to any rare gas halide dimer-trimer system up to moderate pumping densities. For considerably smaller energy splitting between the B and the C states which is the case for all other rare gas halide dimers observed up to now, the B and the C states act essentially as one state and Eqs. (1) and (2) can be reduced to one equation. The exact time dependence of FB and Pc is genas follows: 
The B state first decays with the faster decay frequency -A2 and after equilibrium is reached by collisional mixing both states decay with the slower decay frequency -At.
For high buffer gas pressure conditions, the mixing processes described by u and v can be considerably faster than all the other decay processes given by Tit and Til. Under this condition, equilibrium between both states is achieved almost immediately and the expression for the slower decay frequency can be simplified
If one species M, in the gas mixture strongly dominates the mixing process, one obtains
With the solution of Eqs.
(1) and (2), Eq. (3) can be solved with the initial condition X(O) = 0, yielding a fairly complicated expression. As long as the effective decay times of the dimer states -Ai!2 are shorter than the effective decay time of the trimer Tow the temporal shape of the trimer emission is given by a rise time of the order of the width of the dimer pulses and a subsequent exponential decay with the effective lifetime of the trimer. The temporal shape of the trimer emission was analyzed using a computer.
The rate equations (1) -(3) can be converted into equations for the time-integrated intensities of the different species. The time-integrated intensities (fluorescence yield) are given by 1 i"
Setting P e = 0 and considering that the XeF(e) state decays to zero after sufficiently long times, Eq. (2) can be integrated yielding the following expression for the intensity ratio Is /Ie:
If one species M, dominates the mixing reaction between the B and the e levels and the mixing reaction is much faster than the two-body quenching, one obtains approximately
As long as two-and three-body quenching processes of the e state by the species M, can be neglected compared 
This fluorescence yield ratio shows a somewhat complicated pressure behavior. In the present case, Eq.
(16) can be simplified considerably which will be discussed in Sec. IV C.
The potential surfaces for Xe2F have been calculated by Huestis. 29( a) In Fig. 2 the potential surfaces are depicted in the direction where the neutral and ionic states of XeF and Xe are asymptotic states. As in the case of all other rare gas halide trimer molecules, the ground state and lowest excited state potential surfaces are repulsive. For the Band e states, however, an attractive potential is calculated which leads to the formation of the trimer molecule. More recent, calculations 29 (b) take into account the reversed energy ordering of the B and the e state and indicate that the bound 4 2 r state comes from the e instead of the B states. The most important difference between the XeaF potential surface and other trimer molecules 29 is the potential crOSSing of the 4 2 l' state with the 2 2 l' and 3 2 l' state near the potential minimum at short internuclear distances. As these states interact, an avoided crOSSing of these potential surfaces may occur which can lead to a high probability for predissociation for the 4 2 l' state to XeF(A) and Xe. 
III. EXPERIMENTAL
The experimental setup used in the present investigation is shown in Fig. 3 . An intense electron beam is produced by a Physics International Pulsrad 110A generator that excites the gas mixture transversely to the optical axis of a reaction cell. The typical maximum electron current density at the optical axis of the cell was 200 A cm-2 as measured by a Faraday cup probe. The maximum electron energy was 1 MeV, and the pulse width (FWHM) of the current pulse was 10 ns. An area of 10 cm x2 cm was irradiated by the electron beam. Gas mixtures consisting of high purity argon (99.9995%) or neon (99.9996%), xenon (99.995%) and NF 3 (99.5%) were used. With one exception no effect on the observed emission signals that depends upon the number of shots was evident up to about 10 shots. Therefore, every gas mixture was used for several shots (typically about five). Good mixing of the different gas components was achieved by a turbulent flow of the high pressure gas components in the reaction ·cell.
In order to observe the temporal shape of the fluorescence as well as the fluorescence yield ratios the fluorescence light was guided by beam splitters and mirrors to a photomultiplier in an electrically shielded room and to a Jarrell-Ash spectrometer with a resolution of about 2 nm. The spectrally resolved fluorescence was recorded with an OMA I detection system. The temporal behavior of the fluorescence could also be observed with a vacuum photodiode. The photomultiplier as well as the photodiode were connected to a transient digitizer. The data of both the OMA I and the transient digitizer were processed by a PDP 11/23 minicomputer. The rise time of the photo diode detection system was less than 2 ns and that of the photomultiplier was less than 5 ns. Interference filters and color glass filters were used to define the spectral range of interest.
The temporal shape of the XeF(B -X) transition around 350 nm was observed through a 350 ± 25 nm interference filter. For the measurement of the XeF(C-A) transition around 480 nm, a 450 ± 25 nm interference filter was used, and most of the visible and UV fluorescence was suppressed by red filters (Corning 2-60, 2-62) in order to observe the Xe2F fluorescence. For an accurate measurement of the time dependencies of the XeF( C -A) and Xe2F emission care must be taken not to measure in the overlapping wavelength region of the two continua. This was accomplished by means of the 450 nm interference filter and appropriate color glass filters.
In order to analyze Eqs. (3), (12), and (16), a reliable knowledge about the actual intensity ratios is necessary. Therefore, the reflectivity and transmission of all optical elements, as well as the sensitivities of the detectors have been determined and were taken into account. Unfortunately the transmission curve of the spectrometer showed a very steep decrease in the vicinity of 350 nm whereas it was relatively flat between 450 and 700 nm. Therefore, the absolute values of the IB /Ie ratios may be uncertain by as much as a factor of 2. The Ix/Ie ratios, however, should have an accuracy of better than 20%.
In a second experimental arrangement, the influence of varying electron densities on the XeF-Xe2F system was studied. A longitudinal pumping scheme similar to that described in Ref. 31 was used. The electron beam had the same energy and pulse width as mentioned above. Only the current density is now controlled by a longitudinal magnetic field. By varying the magnetic field between O. 2 and 1. 2 T, the current density was varied from 100 to 1300 A cm-2 •
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Spectra and vibrational relaxation
The validity of the two-state model which underlies the rate equations (1)- (3) of Sec. II was tested by studying the pressure dependence of the XeF and Xe 2 F spectra. Furthermore, the spectral shape of the Xe 2 F emission was investigated. Figure 4 shows the fluorescence spectrum of an electron beam-excited Ar-Xe-NF 3 mixture between 250 and 720 nm. The XeF(D-X)32 and B-X transitions occur at 265 and 352 nm, respectively. Vibrational structure in these transitions is not resolved due to the limited resolution of the spectrometer. A broad structured continuum is observed that extends from 400 to beyond 720 nm. The short wavelength peak can be assigned to the XeF(C-A) emission, l1(a):11(al,21 whereas the long wavelength peak is. due to Xe2F. 30 At argon pressures of 6 atm, the vibrational relaxation in the XeF(B) and XeF(C) states occurs very rapidly. 17(b) The spectral shape of the C -A transition is therefore independent of the pressure in this region. The shape of the Xe2F transition can thu.s be obtained by subtracting the XeF(C -A) transition from the continuum. In this way, the maximum of the Xe2F emission waS determined to lie at (614 ± 5) nm with a spectral bandwidth (FWHM) of (125 ± 5) nm. These data are in good agreement with the preliminary results reported previouslyao which were obtained from uncorrected spectra. The potential surface calculations for Xe2F 29 yield a value between 615 and 808 nm for the XezF emission wavelength. The lower bound of these calculations is in agreement with the experimental observations. Similar spectra to those obtained in Ar-Xe-NFa mixtures were also observed for Ne-Xe-NF 3 mixtures when the Ne pressure was above 3 atm. However, quantitative measurements with Ne as a buffer gas were complicated by intense emissions from many neon lines that lie between 500 and 700 nm.
The Vibrational distribution in the XeF(C) state can be qualitatively studied by the observation of the spectral width of the C-A tranSition. In Fig. 5 , the spectral shape of the XeF(C -A) transition is shown for three different argon pressures in a Ar-Xe-NF a gas mixture. For very low argon pressures (20 Torr), a FWHM of as much as 100 nm is observed. When the argon pressure is raised to about 100 Torr, the width decreases >-
20 torr Ar 5 torr Xe 2 torr NF:5 considerably to about 78 nm. Further narrowing of the spectrum has been observed for argon pressures up to 3 atm. For higher pressures the shape of the spectrum remained constant up to the highest argon pressure used in the present experiments of 8 atm.
Similar observations were made for the XeF(B -X) transition, using the spectrometer in second order. Spectral narrowing was nearly complete at argon pressures of the order of 100 Torr, but a slight change in spectral shape with increasing pressure was observed up to pressures of about 2 atm. As far as the B -X transi. tion is concerned, these results are in agreement with results by Brashears and Setser. 17lb ) They observed a 300 K Boltzmann vibrational distribution for the B state for argon pressures above 2000 Torr. A 300 K Boltzmann distribution for the C state was already obtained for about 400 Torr of argon. This is considerably lower than the value of about 3 atm observed in the present investigation. A possible reason for this discrepancy may be due to the fact that further narrowing of the C-A spectrum beyond about 100 Torr of argon is small and therefore difficult to measure. As the potential curve of the B state is embedded in the C state potential curve, 18(b),22 collisional mixing between both states should also occur for higher vibrational levels. Therefore, it seems unlikely that the buffer gas pressures which are necessary to achieve a 300 K Boltzmann distribution are very different for the two states. From the observation that with about 100 Torr of argon a considerable vibrational relaxation in the two states is achieved, a rough order of magnitude estimate of an average vibrational relaxation rate constant for both states can be obtained, yielding a value of the order of 10-11 cm 3 s-I.
For a Xe-NF 3 mixture a pressure behavior of the fluorescence that differs from that of Ar-Xe-NF 3 mixtures is observed. Figure 6 shows that with increasing xenon pressure no spectral narrowing of the C-A transition is obtained. The Xe2F formation which can be suppressed in the case of Ar-Xe-NF 3 mixtures by choosing a low xenon partial pressure is inherent for Xe-NF 3 mixtures at high xenon pressures. The determination of the spectral bandwidth of the C -A tranSition is somewhat uncertain because an assumption about the spectral shape of the Xe2F transition has to be made. However, no vibrational relaxation in the XeF(C) state occurs with increasing xenon pressure. The same observation was made for the B -X transition.
Since no vibrational relaxation in the B and the C state occurs during its decay in Xe-NF 3 mixtures, the decay of both states must be much faster than the process of vibrational relaxation by collisions with xenon atoms. Assuming that the vibrational energy transfer probability for xenon is of the same order of magnitude as that for argon, a high two-or three-body quenching rate of XeF(B, C) by Xe is required in order to describe the observed behavior of Xe-NF 3 mixtures.
In Xe-NF 3 mixtures a shift of the maximum of the C-A transition from (480±5) nm (Fig. 5) to (500±10) nm (Fig. 6) is observed. This shift, although its actual magnitude is somewhat uncertain, seems to be virtually independent of the xenon pressure. Such a shift in the maximum of the C -A transition has also been observed by Rokni et al. 14(a) It was tentatively assigned to the formation of ArXeF* and NeXeF*. Further attempts to observe ArXeF* and NeXeF* have failed, 24 and it was emphasized by Brashears et al, 24 that this may be due to the low binding energy of ArXe+ and NeXe+ 34 causing unstable trimer molecules involving these species. As the experiments of Rokni et al, 14( a) were performed at argon pressures where the vibrational distribution is close to a 300 K Boltzmann distribution, their observed pressure dependent shifts of the maximum of the C -A transition are probably not due to an incomplete vibrational relaxation in the C level. 1T(b) However, it is likely that they are, in fact, caused by the formation of Xe2F. This explanation would describe the observed shift of their emission maxima to longer wavelengths with increasing argon pressure due to an enhanced Xe2F formation.
Due to the fact that in Xe-NF 3 mixtures no vibrational relaxation of the B and the C states can be achieved, the determination of rate constants from measurements in Xe-NF 3 mixtures is severely restricte.d. All rate constants which are obtained from those mixtures are in fact averages over a widely unknown vibrational distribution. In an Ar-Xe-NF 3 mixture, however, a 300 K vibrational distribution is achieved for several atmospheres of argon. The energy spacing of the lower vibrational levels of the B state is 308 cm-I . 33 Hence, mainly the lowest vibrational levels are populated at 300 K, and the measured rate constants correspond to the lowest vibrational levels of the B and the C states.
B. Two-and three·body quenching of XeF (B, C) In studying the quenching processes of XeF(B, C) , the fluorescence yield ratios as well as the temporal de-pendencies of the emitting species have been investigated. Figure 7 shows the temporal behavior of the XeF(B), the XeF(C) , and the Xe2F fluorescence as well as the electron beam pulse as measured by a Faraday cup probe. The maximum of the XeF(B) emission occurs at the end of the electron beam pulse indicating direct production of the B state primarily by fast ionic reactions. The C state emission appears somewhat delayed. This supports the assumption made in solving Eqs. (1) and (2) that direct C state production is negligibly small (Pc = 0). The C state is populated via collisions from the B state as expressed in Eqs. (6) and (8) . The decay frequencies were measured by determining the slope of the logarithm of the decaying part of the pulses over two to four e foldings. The onset of the Xe2F pulse is on the same time scale as the width of the XeF pulses which is to be expected when Xe2F is formed from XeF by fast threebody quenching processes. Xe2F typically decays with a much slower decay frequency than the XeF species indicating a comparatively long radiative lifetime of Xe2F.
At low xenon pressures « 20 Torr) an intense red emission mainly due to the 4p' -48 transition in argon at 695. 5 nm 35 was superimposed on the onset of the XeF 2 emission. The temporal shape of this argon emission was measured in argon and Ar/NFa mixtures, and could be subtracted from the XeF 2 emission.
In order to determine the two-and three-body quenching rate constants for the B and the C states, the decay frequencies for both states were measured as a function of the partial pressures of Ar, Xe, and NF a . No efforts were made to determine the radiative lifetimes of both states because reliable values for the radiative lifetimes are already available. The values of TB = 13.2 ns and Tc = 101 ns recently obtained by Lorents et al. 18(b) were used in the present work. To ensure good vibrational relaxation in the B and the C state (see Sec. III) the experiments concerning Xe and NF a were performed in a 6 atm Ar atmosphere.
In Fig. 8 , the decay frequencies for the B and the C states emiSSions are shown as functions of the NF3 par- tial pressure yielding the same straight line for both states within the experimental uncertainties. According to the discussion in Sec. III, this means that the collisional mixing is much faster than the decay processes for both states. This can be verified by calculating u + v using Lorents' results I8 (b) yielding u + V" 2. 3 X 10 9 S-I. Thermal equilibrium between both states is thus obtained on a ns time scale. This is much faster than the decay which occurs with a typical time of about 30 ns (Fig. 7) . The term kt~ [Ar] is by far the dominating term in u. Therefore, Eq. This gives an example of how a coupled rate constant for XeF* can be obtained from the rate constants of the individual states in the case of complete vibrational relaxation and thermal equilibrium. With the energy spacing between the B and the C state given in Sec. II, a ratio kb8/kt~ = 0.044 using Eq. (14) is obtained. It was observed by Brashears and SetserlTlb) that the quenching for both states by a certain species is approximately the same. The first term in Eq. (17) is, therefore, only about 4% of the second term and can be neglected. This yields a value of k~ 3 = (1. 5 ± 0.2)
x 10-11 cm 3 s-1. In the case of complete vibrational relaxation and thermal equilibrium, this is essentially the quenching of XeF*. For the intersection 6 NFa (Fig. 8) Fig. 9 . In this figure, the decay frequency of XeF(C) vs the xenon pressure is shown for three different argon pressures. In each case the argon pressure is high enough to ensure rapid collisional mixing and vibrational relaxation. The slopes are slightly different for different argon pressures which is to be expected if the three-body quenching of the C state by argon and xenon is of importance. In the same approximation as for Eq. (17), the slopes of This yields k~· = 1. 1 X 10-10 cm 3 S-I and k~Ar = 3.4 X 10-31 cm 8 S-I . From the intersection of zero xenon pressure (Fig. 9) , the radiative lifetime of the XeF(C) state can be determined to be (97 ± 5) ns.
The two-body quenching of XeF(C) by xenon can also be obtained from the fluorescence yield ratios in Fig.  10 . From the values for the colliSional mixing rate constants for argon and xenon given in Ref. is expected from Eq. (13). The experimental results agree well with this prediction (Fig. 10) . It was mentioned earlier that the absolute ratios of Is/Ic may be uncertain by as much as a factor of 2 whereas the relative accuracy of the experimental pOints should be about 1~. As the intersection depends only on well-known quantities as the radiative lifetimes and the energy difference between the B and the estates [Eq. (14) 18). This yields ~r < 1 X 10-14 cm 3 S-I as an upper limit. The value of Tck~j/Tsk:;; = 0.25 with an estimated error of about a factor of 2 would lead to an energy difference between the B and the C states of tl.E = (720 ± 140) cm-I which is in agreement with the results obtained by others l 7(b),18(b),23 but less accurate.
In order to justify the assumption that argon is the dominant collisional mixer in Ar /Xe/NF 3 mixtures with several atmospheres of argon and xenon and NF 3 pressures of the order of several Torrs the fluorescence yield ratio Is/Ic as a function of l/PAr (PAr denotes the argon pressure) is shown in Fig. 11 . If argon is the dominant collisional mixer, Eq. (13) predicts a straight line for the experimental values in Fig. 11 , which is observed for l/P Ar less thanabout 2 atm-I . For lower argon pressures, some deviations from this behavior were observed that may be due to a lack of vibrational relaxation in both states as well as interference of the argon mixing by that of xenon and NF 3 . As 1'2 1 is now known with sufficient accuracy k:a can be determined from the slope of Fig. 11 . The intersection is again adjusted to 0.33. This yields the result k:;; = (1. 5 ±O. 3)
x 10-11 cm 3 S-l. The three-body quenching of XeF(C) by xenon and argon was determined from a slight difference in the slopes for different argon pressures in Fig. 9 . A more reliable result can be obtained when the decay frequency of XeF(B, C) as a function of the argon pressure is investigated (Fig. 12 ). This figure shows the near coincidence of the decay times of the B and the C states for argon pressures of more than about 1 atm, which is expected when both states are immediately in thermal equilibrium. Below 1 atm argon pressure, the decoupling of the two states can be observed. The time to establish thermal equilibrium between both states becomes measurable, and the decay of the B state consists then of two exponentials. The lower of the two decay frequencies coincides with the decay of the C state as predicted by Eqs. (5) and (6). For the C state, only one decay frequency was observed.
For pressures above an atmosphere, the colliSional mixing by argon is sufficiently fast in order to use Eq. (10) (21) With the value for k~r estimated above, ~rX. = (4.3 ± 0.3) x 10-31 cm s S-1 is obtained from Eq. (21) and Fig.  12 . 'The error in ~rx. arises from the uncertainty in ~r. The value is in good agreement with k~rX. = 3.4 X 10-31 cm s S-1 obtained from Fig. 9 , and a mean value of kb rXe = (3.9 ± O. 5) x 10-31 cm s S-1 is obtained. The intersection at zero argon pressure contains the twobody quenching of XeF(C) by xenon and other constants. From this kcX. = 1.2 X 10-10 cm 3 s-1 can be determined which is in excellent agreement with the previous values for this rate constant. The twO-body quenching constant of XeF(C) by xenon has now been determined from three independent measurements yielding an average value of k~ = (1. 2 ± 0.3) x 10-10 cm 3 S-I.
From the dependence of the maximum of the temporal pulses of XeF(B, C) on the argon pressure, an estimate for the three-body quenching constants of the B and the C states by argon can be obtained. Upper limits of 3 x 10-33 cm s S-1 for kt rAr and kb rAr have been determined.
The two-and three-body quenching rate constants are all listed in Table I . The errors contain statistical errors as well as estimated systematic errors due mainly to the gas pressure measurement and an uncertainty in the exact time calibration of the transient digitizer. The two-body rate constants obtained in this work are then compared to those obtained in Refs. 17 and 18 because only these investigations take into account the right energy ordering of the XeF states and collisional mixing.-As far as a comparison is possible, there is excellent agreement between the rate constants obtained by Black et al. 18 and those obtained in this work. Only the value of the present experiment for k~ is somewhat lower than that of Ref. 18 . When three-body quenching of the C state by xenon and argon is neglected in the present analYSiS, a value of (1. 8 ± 0.3) x 10-10 cm 3 S-1 for k~· would be obtained which would then be in agreement with the rate constant determined in Ref.
18. This might be explained by the fact that the experiments of Ref. 17 were performed in a pure xenon atmosphere w\lere no vibrational relaxation occurs. Therefore, this rate constant corresponds to a totally different vibrational temperature than those obtained in the present investigation.
A value of more than 10-10 cm 3 S-1 is a very high rate coefficient for a tWO-body quenching reaction of neutral colliSion partners involving a rare gas. This can, however, be qualitatively understood when the potential describing a XeF(C) -Xe collision is conSidered (Fig. 2) . When the potential crossing lies at a lower energy than the energy of the asymptotic states, the crOSSing of the attractive 4 2 r potential with the repulsive potentials is passed in every twO-body colliSion of XeF(C) with Xe with the possibility of predissociation of the short living Xe2F complex into XeF(A) and Xe. As XeF(B) has a different potential in the collision with Xe, a much lower two-body quenching constant for XeF(B) by xenon is expected. The high quenching constant for XeF(C) by xenon has also the right order of magnitude in order to explain the lack of vibrational relaxation in Xe-NF 3 mixtures. As the same crOSSing of potential curves probably occurs also for highly vibrational excited XeF molecules, the predissociation probability may be higher than the probability for a V -T energy transfer. XeF will therefore decay before vibrational relaxation is achieved.
The value for ~ 3 of Ref. 17 agrees well with the value obtained in the present experiment, but the values for ~r and kt~ differ. In the case of kb r , this could be due to the neglecting of three-body quenching effects in Ref. 17(b) . In this case, a reaction of the XeF(B, C) with argon and XeF 2 might be possible which would yield qualitatively the observed pressure behavior of lB/lc 17(b) but with a higher "two-body" rate coefficient. The discrepancy of k:~ between Ref. 18 and the present work and Ref. 17(b) is only small and may be due to experimental errors in either work. Three-body quenching of XeF(C) by argon and xenon is reported here for the first time. A quenching rate of XeF* by xenon and argon has been measured by Rokni et al. 14(d) to be (3 ± 1. 5) x 10-31 cm 8 S-l. This has to be assigned to some linear combination of kt rXe and k~rX. depending on the collisional mixing process in this experiment. This rate constant can also be compared to the rate coefficieint for a similar trimer system Xe2Br* 38 where about the same value has been measured. Rokni et al. 14(d) have also measured the threebody quenching of XeF by two Ar and determined a value of 1. 5 x 10-32 cm 8 S-l for this process, which is about five times higher than the upper limit for this process determined in this work. The rate constant of Ref. 14(d) would yield a decay time of about 3 ns for the XeF(B, C) temporal pulses at 6 atm argon which was not observed in the present experiments (Fig. 7) .
In order to investigate the contribution of electrons to the colliSional mixing process between XeF(B) and XeF(C) , the temporal behavior of the XeF fluorescence pulses as function of the exciting current denSity was studied at low argon pressures. The experimental results show that the decay frequencies for the B and the C states increase slightly up to a maximum current density of about 700 A cm-2 and remain approximately constant up to about 1300 A cm-2 • No influence in the difference in the decay frequencies of both states was observed. The slight increase of the decay times with increasing current denSity represents the quenching of the XeF states by super-elastic collisions with electrons. Its influence on the value of the decay frequencies can be estimated to be less than 5% for a current density of 200 A cm-2 • In a second experiment, the maximum current density remained constant at about 600 A cm-2 , and the electron denSity was influenced by the addition of SF 8 to the gas mixture. SF 8 is known to possess a large electron capture cross section 31 and was used previously to reduce electron densities in electron beam pumped media. [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] The collisional mixing and quenching rate constants of SFs for XeF(B, C) are small enough not to influence the XeF kinetic for SF 6 partial pressures of several Torr.11(b) The addition of several Torr SF 8 caused no measurable change in the temporal behavior of XeF(B) and XeF(C) although it should have influenced the electron denSity severely. 31
From both experiments it can be concluded that electrons in the afterglow of the electron beam excitation pulse have no measurable influence on the collisional mixing process of the B and the C states. This result is in agreement with that obtained by Finn et al. , 41 who also found no influence of the electron density in the mixing process of XeF(B) and XeF(C) when long pulse, low current density electron beam excitation was used,
In the absence of collisional mixing by electrons, it is possible to obtain the three-body quenching constant for XeF(C) by two Xe from the analysis given by Walter et al. 30 When collisional mixing by neutrals instead of electrons is assumed, a value of k~x. = 4 X 10-32 cm S S-1 can be obtained. This rate coefficient corresponds to a high, unknown vibrational temperature of XeF(C) as out_ lined in Sec. ill. It is in agreement with an upper limit of 3 x 10-31 cm S S-1 given by Brashears and Setser. 11(b) The value for k~eXe is about an order of magnitude lower than for kb rxe or the comparable processes of the quenching of XeBr* by two Xe 3S and ArF* by two Ar. 42 This might also be due to the absence of vibrational relaxation in Xe-NF 3 mixtures. The binding energy of Xe2F relative to XeF(C) and Xe is only about 0.5 eV (Fig. 2) . For a highly vibrationally excited XeF(C) molecule, it might therefore be impossible to form Xe2F because its vibrational energy is higher than the binding energy of Xe2F, leading to an immediate dissociation of Xe2F into XeF(C) and xenon. This would cause a smaller three-body quenching constant of XeF(C) by two Xe than in cases where vibrational relaxation has been achieved.
C. Formation and quenching of XelF
In Fig. 13 , the temporal dependence ofaXe2F pulse and two numerical solutions of Eq. (3) are shown. The experimentally determined fluorescence pulses of XeF(B, C) (Fig. 7) were used to solve Eq. (3). For the calculated curve denoted by B, it was assumed that Xe2F is produced only from the XeF(B) state (s = 0), whereas, for the curve denoted by C, a Xe2F production only from the XeF(C) state was assumed (r= 0). When rand s were both chosen unequal zero, and of about the same magnitude, the onset of the calculated curve always showed deviations from the measured pulse which disappeared when s was much greater than r. This calculation demonstrates that XeF(C) is the precur- sor of Xe2F. A rate constant of k~Ar = 0.8 X 10-31 cm S s-1 was extracted from several fits like that in Fig. 13 . The result that Xe2F is produced from the XeF(C) state corroborates recent calculations 29 (b) that show that the bound 4 2 r state of Xe2F correlates to the XeF(C) state (Fig. 2 ).
With this result the determination of rate constants from the fluorescence yield ratios is simplified considerably. Equation (16) (22) and Fig. 14 , the three-body production rate k~~A.r of Xe2F can be calculated yielding kb~ = 1. 1 X 10-31 cm s S-1 . This is in reasonable agreement with the value obtained from temporal measurements (Fig. 13 ) and a value of k~~xe = (1.0 ± 0.2) x 10-31 cm S s-1 is established.
In the case of Xe-NF 3 mixtures, Eq. (22) predicts
. This is also observed in the experiment which is shown in Fig. 15 . Ix/Ie as a function of the square of the xenon pressure Px. yields a straight line. From Fig. 15 and Eq. (22) , a Xe2F production rate constant of k~xe of (2.7 ± 0.6) x 10-32 cm 6 S-1 can be deter- mined. As in the case of the corresponding quenching constant k~eXe, the vibrational distribution is far away from a 300 K Boltzmann distribution and widely unknown. Furthermore, it was assumed that k:;x.e is negligible as in the case of k:;!r. This cannot be shown by fitting solutions of Eq. (3) to a temporal Xe2F pulse because the collisional coupling in the case of Xe-NF 3 mixtures is so tight that the XeF(B) and the XeF(C) pulse have identical shapes. 30
Formation rate constants for Xe2F have been calculated by Shui and Duzy. 43 Due to the lack of reliable potential surfaces for Xe2F, they did not take into account the possibility of predissociation which might be the reason for the smaller Xe2F formation rate constants compared to the three-body quenching constants of XeF(C). Therefore, their results should be compared to the three-body quenching constants of XeF(C). In the case of k~Ar, good agreement with the present experimental result may be stated (Table I) , whereas for ~.x.e a comparison is not possible because of the high vibrational temperature.
The agreement between the predictions of the kinetic model given in Sec. IT and the experimental results is very good. It has, however, been observed by Boewering et al. 42 in the case of the ArF-Ar2F system that for high pumping densities when the exciting current density is above about 1 KA cm-2 , deviations from the model underlying Eqs, (1)-(3) may occur. In the case of high excitation densities and high pressures, the buildup of rare gas dimers can compete with ionic reactions forming the rare gas halide dimer molecules, As the rare gas dimers have been shown to be possible precursors of of the rare gas halide trimers 28 in the case of Ar2F, this might also occur for Xe2F. In this case, the kinetic equations describing Xe2F formation have to be extended and can no longer be solved analytically,
In the present experiments, no indications for a possible formation of Xe2F via Xe~ were observed. Such a formation channel should lead to a delayed Xe2F formation which would create a complicated temporal pulse shape,42 Instead, pure exponential. decays have been always observed for Xe2F. The decay frequencies have been measured as functions of the partial pressures of the various constituents in the gas mixture. The results are shown in Fig. 16 . Straight lines are obtained for every Stern-Volmer plot. The analYSiS, which is straightforward in this case, leads to the two-body quenching rate constants listed in Table I and a radiative lifetime for Xe2F of Tx = (15~W ns.
No indications for a three-body quenching of Xe2F by NF 3 , xenon, or argon, were found (Fig. 16 ). This justifies neglecting three-body collisions in the definition of T;}r in Eq. (3). Furthermore, it indicates that no stable molecules such as XesF or Xe2ArF are formed by three-body collisions. Since this experimental result was also found for Ar2F, 40,42 this might be a general feature of all rare gas halide compounds. A possible reason for this behavior is the relative small binding energy of rare gas trimer ions like Ar 3 or Xe3 compared to the dimer ions 44 which would lead to unstable XesF molecules and therefore only small three-body quenching constants of Xe2F would be expected.
V. CONCLUSIONS
When gas mixtures containing high pressure buffer gases are investigated, the analysis of the XeF -Xe2F kinetic reactions is possible by electron beam excitation or photolysis of Xe2F. In order to get detailed information about the interaction of vibrational relaxation and collisional mixing and its impact on the XeF 2 formation, a state selective excitation technique similar to those used in Refs. 19 and 21 would be required. However, more theoretical and experimental efforts are necessary in order to understand the magnitude of quenching rates based on the fundamental molecular properties.
Like the other triatomic rare gas halides, Xe2F is a possible candidate for a tunable excimer laser. 28(b) Due to its short radiative lifet ime and long emiSSion wavelength compared to other trimers, its cross section for stimulated emission at the emission maximum is relatively high (1. 2 x 10-11 cm 2 ). Also, gain reduction by broadband and narrow band absorbers should be lower in the red part of the visible spectrum than for shorter wavelengths. However. because of the strong xenon quenching of XeF(C). the necessary precursor of Xe2F. the production efficiency for Xe2F is considerably lower than for other trimers, which will make it at least very difficult to obtain laser action with Xe2F.
